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Labor dispute at Le Méridien

No neutrality agreement reached, protest continues
By Sara Hess
Staff Reporter

At 5 p.m. yesterday evening a
crowd of approximately 200 gathered at the steps of the Cambridge
City Hall to demonstrate their support for employees of Le Méridien
Hotel, located at 20 Sidney Street in
Cambridge. At approximately 5:40,
the crowd marched from City Hall
to Le Méridien where the protest
continued as hotel guests looked
on from their tables in the hotel
restaurant.
The workers and management
at Le Méridien have been engaged
in a labor dispute since March 2012
when the workers attempted to
present a formal request to management that they agree to remain neutral while employees debated the
possibility of joining UNITE HERE
Local 26, the Massachusetts union
of hospitality workers. Management
refused to accept the request, which
was later mailed to them. In the
months following, management has
continued to deny the request for
neutrality while Le Méridien workers have staged regular Thursday
evening picket lines at the Hotel’s
entrance.
Declan Bowman and Talia Leon-
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Workers at the Le Meridien Hotel held a rally on Thursday, April 4, 2013
in front of Cambridge City Hall, then marched to the hotel, located in Central Square. They have been calling for a boycott for the hotel since October. Members of Unite Here Local 26, which include MIT cafeteria workers, also participated in the rally.

ard, sophomores at Boston University, were among the attendees at
yesterday’s protest. “The fight for
equal rights is a fight for everyone,”
said Bowman. Talia concurred,
“These workers deserve to be treated like human beings.”
Heather Nichols, a front desk
associate at Le Méridien also in attendance yesterday evening, said
the Hotel’s management has made
some attempts at improving working conditions in response to workers’ complaints that they are under
compensated and overworked. “A
couple of months ago we got raises,
and they [the management] have
hired more people to work at the
front desk. Their respect for us has
increased,” said Nichols; “But there
is still a long way to go.”
Bob Boudreau, a bartender at
Le Méridien, who waved hello to
his co-workers in the hotel restaurant yesterday as he marched by,
explained that employees have two
main demands: “We want the hotel management to agree to remain
neutral while we consider joining
the union and to agree not to appeal the results of a vote to join, if it
should come to that.”
Boudreau was among a group
of five hotel employees and student

union organizers that traveled to
Connecticut last week to the headquarters of HEI Hotels and Resorts,
the hotel investment group that
owns Le Méridien on Sidney Street.
The group hoped to present senior
management with a petition for
neutrality signed by 70 percent of
the hotel’s workers.
“They would not meet with us,”
Boudreau said. According to Boudreau, eventually a member of HEI’s
human resource department was
sent to speak with the group. The
HR representative said that while
HEI would not accept a neutrality
agreement, they would agree not to
repeal the results of a free and open
vote. Boudreau says that the group
was eventually escorted out of the
building by security staff.
Yale students were among those
that accompanied Boudreau to the
HEI headquarters last week. Yale
University is one of several universities that have agreed not to invest
additional endowment funds with
HEI Hotels and Resorts following
pressure from students that highlight a long history of labor complaints against the company.
Alex Chen, a first year student
Le Méridien, Page 11

Mechanical Engineering head steps down effective July 1
Boyce to become dean Established
of Columbia1881
University’s School of Engineering & Applied Sciences
Anthony Yu

Staff Reporter

The head of MIT’s Department of Mechanical
Engineering (Course 2) Mary C. Boyce PhD ’87
will be stepping down in order to become dean
of Columbia University’s Fu Foundation School
of Engineering and Applied Science effective
July 1, 2013.
“I’ve had an incredible experience here at
MIT as a graduate student to junior faculty up
through the tenured ranks, and eventually as department head,” said Boyce in an interview with
The Tech. “But, the opportunity at Columbia is an
opportunity to take their engineering school to
new places and have an impact in a very different environment. That really was the motivation.
They’re undergoing growth and the city of New
York is really a growing hotspot for engineering.”
Regardless of her departure, said Boyce,

In Short

Who’s your best HASS teacher this semester?
Nominate an instructor or TA by emailing
shass-teaching-award@mit.edu by April 21, with
their name, subject, and a detailed nomination.

Course 2 will still have the same priorities. The
department has always been “guided by principles for pushing the frontiers of knowledge and
new technology and preparing the next generation of engineers,” said Boyce. Under her leadership since 2008, Course 2 has seen a surge in
enrollment for graduate students, with a 25-percent rise in graduate applications.
“Professor Boyce has distinguished herself
throughout her academic career not only as a
scholar but also as a teacher and mentor driven
by an abiding commitment to nurturing the next
generation of engineers,” said Columbia President Lee C. Bollinger in a statement to the Columbia News.
The most important things Boyce has learned
at MIT that will help her as dean are the sense
of collaboration and the “we can solve this together” attitude. At MIT, she said, “there are no
boundaries that are in your way in regard to what

Entries are due today, April 5, for one of the
many Ilona Karmel Writing Prizes, including categories like poetry and technical writing.
See the guidelines at http://writing.mit.edu/
initiatives/writing-prizes/guidelines.
Send news information and tips to news@
tech.mit.edu.

MIT Museum:
Tettamanti
See this Swiss
photographer’s work
at the until the end of
August. arts, p. 8
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Course 20 launches BE-specific writing lab
Separate from MIT Writing Center, BE Writing Lab uses peer fellows to teach
By Jessica J. Pourian
contributing editor

Commencement is coming up fast! Order
regalia at the Kendall Coop April 8–27, and at
the Student Center Coop April 22–26. A rental
or purchase receipt is needed to pick up Commencement tickets.

knowledge is needed to bring to solve a problem.
By that, I mean the very interdisciplinary environment not only in research but also in the curriculum. Just because you’re a mechanical engineer doesn’t mean you don’t have to know about
biology or chemistry.”
Boyce graduated from Virginia Tech in 1981
and received her PhD in mechanical engineering from MIT in 1987. She joined MIT as an assistant professor in 1987 and has remained at MIT
since then. She was appointed as department
head of Mechanical Engineering in 2008.
During her time at MIT, Boyce has garnered
many accolades. According to the Department
of Mechanical Engineering, she has published
over 150 publications, and mentored 36 SM thesis students and 20 PhD students. In addition,
she has been honored with various distinctions

Biological Engineering students looking
to improve their writing now have a new
resource: the BE Writing Lab in 56-205. The
center, which opened last month, is geared
towards helping Course 20 students with
lab reports, UROP proposals, grad school
applications, and more.
The Writing Lab is part of a push by
Course 20 to improve its students’ writing
and communication skills. Walk-in hours
are from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., Sunday through
Thursday, and students are encourage to
make an appointment with one of the 10
undergraduate, graduate, and postdoc writ-

major league baseball
The Red Sox probably won’t make the
playoffs this year. sports, p. 15

to watch or not to watch?
The Place Beyond The Pines doesn’t
meet expectations. arts, p. 7

ing fellows, who also each hold at least four
office hours every week. Interested sophomores can be assigned a fellow as a mentor for the year to help them develop their
skills. 76 percent of declared Course 20
sophomores are now using the Writing Lab
for help with their classes, said Goldstein,
and 35 students have visited the lab in the
first month of operation.
MIT has a Writing Center in Building
12 available to all students. So why does
Course 20 have its own?
Professor Douglas A. Lauffenburger,
Course 20 department head, cites the disappointing statistics on the senior exit
survey over the past few years: 47 percent
of students felt that their communication

didn’t improve at all throughout MIT.
“The most significant shortcoming from
the students’ point of view seemed to be
that even though there was an emphasis on
communication, they didn’t feel like they
were getting enough help in learning how
to do it better,” said Lauffenburger.
A task force was formed to combat the
problem, and instructor/writing coordinator Jaime Goldstein was brought onto the
team in November. Goldstein worked extensively with Course 20’s Eric J. Alm and
Agnieszka N. Stachowiak to bring the vision
for the Writing Lab together. The BE Writing Lab is not meant to replace the writing
BE writing center, Page 13
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By Shaena Berlin
STAFF METEorologist

Rapid frontal passages
this weekend will bring
varied temperatures and
occasional precipitation;
overnight lows and windchill are expected to be
cold, while daytime temperatures should rise into
the mid-50s. Early next
week, models diverge
widely, with the European model expecting a
continuation of temperatures from 40–50°F, while

the global forecast model
shows the possibility of
temperatures reaching as
high as 80°F.
While New England
thaws out, new threats
arise in the rest of the nation. Mountain snow begins to melt, increasing
the risk of flooding. April
constitutes the secondworst tornado month in
the South and Midwest
(behind May), with meteorological conditions at
times combining to spawn
super outbreaks.
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$1.4 billion a year on food aid and
is the only major donor country
that continues to send food to humanitarian crisis spots, rather than
buying food produced locally.
In a letter to members of Congress and the Obama administration, more than 60 organizations
like the USA Rice Federation and
the American Maritime Congress
defended the way the program is
currently run and called on lawmakers and the Obama administration to resist changing it.
“Growing, manufacturing, bagging, shipping and transportation of nutritious U.S. food creates
jobs and economic activity here
at home, provides support for our
U.S. Merchant Marine, essential
to our national defense sealift capability, and sustains a robust
domestic constituency for these
programs not easily replicated in
foreign aid programs,” the groups
wrote.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Partly cloudy with chance of rain showers.
High 57°F (14°C). N winds at 10 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear with a low near 32°F (0°C). NW
winds at 15–20 mph.
Tomorrow: Sunny. High near 53°F (12°C). Low
around 34°F (1°C). W winds at 10 mph.
Sunday: Partly cloudy with a chance of afternoon
rain showers. High around 55°F (13°C). Low near
45°F (7°C). S winds near 20 mph.
Monday: Partly cloudy with a high near 64°F (18°C).
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shipping it abroad.
The administration is proposing that the government buy food
in developing countries instead
of shipping food from U.S. farmers overseas, a process that typically takes months. The proposed
change to the international food
aid program is expected to save
millions in shipping costs and get
food more quickly to areas that
need it.
The administration is also reportedly considering ending the
controversial practice of food aid
“monetization,” a process by which
Washington gives U.S.-grown
grains to international charities.
The groups then sell the products
on the market in poor countries
and use the money to finance their
antipoverty programs.
Critics of the practice say it
hurts local farmers by competing
with sales of their crops.
The United States spends about

WASHINGTON — An Obama
administration plan to change
the way the United States distributes its international food aid has
touched off an intense lobbying
campaign by a coalition of shipping companies, agribusiness
and charitable groups who say
the change will harm the nation’s
economy and hamper efforts to
fight global hunger.
Proponents of the plan, however, say it would enable the United States to feed about 17 million
more people each year, while helping to fight poverty by buying the
crops of farmers in poor countries.
According to people briefed on
the soon-to-be released fiscal year
2014 budget, the administration is
expected to propose ending the
nearly 60-year practice of buying
food from U.S. farmers and then
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From the 1970s until the early 2000s, as many as 10 major
US carriers regularly slugged it out in the skies. But they were
also bleeding money, forcing many into bankruptcy — and into
mergers with competitors.
But if the latest merger between American Airlines and US
Airways is completed this fall as expected, it could usher in a
new era for the industry, and for travelers. Just four carriers
would control 85 percent of the domestic market, culminating
a period of consolidation that analysts say has helped transform a “chronically sick industry’’ into a profitable one.
For many travelers, counterintuitively, the trend could
mean more choices as the bigger airlines fly to more major
destinations and compete on more domestic routes, instead of
concentrating on certain regions of the country, analysts said.
—Katie Johnston, The Boston Globe

By Ron Nixon
The New York Times

W

Airline mergers bring stability
to the industry

marks. He has also been highly critical of studies that purport to show
that the software compares well to
human graders.
“My first and greatest objection to
the research is that they did not have
any valid statistical test comparing
the software directly to human graders,” said Perelman, a retired director
of writing and a current researcher at
MIT.
He is among a group of educators
who last month began circulating
a petition opposing automated assessment software. The group, which
calls itself Professionals Against Machine Scoring of Student Essays in
High-Stakes Assessment, has collected nearly 2,000 signatures, including
some from luminaries like Noam
Chomsky.
“Let’s face the realities of automatic essay scoring,” the group’s
statement reads in part. “Computers
cannot ‚ ‘read.’ They cannot measure
the essentials of effective written
communication: accuracy, reasoning, adequacy of evidence, good
sense, ethical stance, convincing argument, meaningful organization,
clarity, and veracity, among others.”

White House seeks to change
international food aid: buy local
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FRANKFURT, Germany — The head of the European Central
Bank on Thursday attempted to pick up the pieces left by the crisis in Cyprus, emphasizing the bank’s determination to shore up
the euro, acknowledging clumsy policymaking, and insisting that
the troubled island nation provided “no template” for the future.
The ECB left its benchmark interest rate unchanged Thursday
at 0.75 percent, while the Bank of England held its rate steady at
0.5 percent. With both central banks’ rates already at record lows,
there might be little room to use interest rates as a stimulus. But
the eurozone economies, like that of Britain, are stagnant and in
need of help wherever they can find it.
—Melissa Eddy, Jack Ewing and Julia Werdigier,
The New York Times

0°

European Central Bank holds
rate steady

Imagine taking a college exam
and, instead of handing in a blue
book and getting a grade from a professor a few weeks later, clicking the
“send” button when you are done
and receiving a grade back instantly, your essay scored by a software
program.
And then, instead of being done
with that exam, imagine that the
system would immediately let you
rewrite the test to try to improve your
grade.
EdX, the nonprofit enterprise
founded by Harvard University
and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to offer courses on the
Internet, has just introduced such a
system and will make its automated
software available free on the Web
to any institution that wants to use
it. The software uses artificial intelligence to grade student essays and
short written answers, freeing professors for other tasks.
The new service will bring the educational consortium into a growing
conflict over the role of automation

W

BUENOS AIRES — Record flash floods in Argentina have
killed at least 52 people this week, officials said Wednesday, destroying thousands of homes and renewing tensions as politicians blamed one another for the high death toll.
In La Plata, a provincial capital 30 miles from Buenos Aires,
46 people were reported to have died after more than 12 inches
of rain fell in just a few hours Tuesday night. The flooding also
claimed six lives in Buenos Aires after the heaviest April rainfall
in more than a century fell Monday night. More downpours were
expected through at least Thursday.
Rescue efforts were focused on finding trapped people to prevent further fatalities, and schools were being used as evacuation
centers, he added.
—Jonathan Gilbert, The New York Times

in education. Although automated
grading systems for multiple-choice
and true-false tests are now widespread, the use of artificial intelligence technology to grade essay
answers has not yet received widespread endorsement by educators
and has many critics.
Anant Agarwal, an electrical engineer who is president of EdX, predicted that the instant-grading software would be a useful pedagogical
tool, enabling students to take tests
and write essays over and over and
improve the quality of their answers.
He said the technology would offer
distinct advantages over the traditional classroom system, where students often wait days or weeks for
grades.
“There is a huge value in learning
with instant feedback,” Agarwal said.
“Students are telling us they learn
much better with instant feedback.”
But skeptics say the automated
system is no match for live teachers.
One longtime critic, Les Perelman,
has drawn national attention several
times for putting together nonsense
essays that have fooled software
grading programs into giving high

The New York Times

5°

Record flooding kills dozens in
Argentina

By John Markoff
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American flags mixed with Revolutionary War banners that
warned, “Don’t Tread on Me.’’ Dire predictions of tyranny spurred
cries of defiance from 1,000 people on Boston Common.
Speakers described gun-control lawmakers as wolves who
prey on law-abiding lambs with firearms. Legislation to regulate
guns was derided as a cynical political maneuver to capitalize on
the tragedy at Newtown, Conn. And the specter of mass confiscation of weapons was raised over and over on a chilly afternoon.
“They continue to push their antifreedom and anti-American
agenda,’’ said Shaun Sweeney, a leader of It’s Time 2A, a gunrights group. “It’s time to remind them who’s in charge: we, the
people. This is America, and we will not be ruled by a tyrannical
government. We will be free, and we will be heard.’’
—Brian Macquarrie, The Boston Globe

A new test for computers:
grading essays at college level

12

1,000 gun-rights advocates
crowd Boston Common
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By Choe Sang-Hun
The New York Times

SEOUL, South Korea — South
Korea’s defense chief said Thursday
that North Korea had moved to its
east coast a missile with a “considerable” range, but that it was not capable of reaching the United States.
The disclosure came as the Communist North’s military warned that
it was ready to strike U.S. military
forces with “cutting-edge smaller,
lighter and diversified nuclear strike
means.”
North Korea has been issuing
a series of similar threats in recent
weeks, citing as targets the U.S. military installations in the Pacific islands of Hawaii and Guam, as well as
the U.S. mainland. In its latest threat

Thursday, it did not name targets but
said it was authorized to “take powerful practical military counteractions”
against the threats from B-2 bombers
from the United States, B-52 bombers from Guam and F-22 Stealth jet
fighters from Japan that have recently
run missions over the Korean Peninsula during joint military exercises
with South Korea.
“The moment of explosion is approaching fast,” the general staff of
the North Korean People’s Army said
in a statement carried by the North’s
official Korean Central News Agency.
“The U.S. had better ponder over the
prevailing grave situation.”
Most analysts do not believe that
North Korea has a missile powerful
enough to deliver a nuclear warhead
to the U.S. mainland or that it is reck-

less enough to strike the U.S. military
in the Pacific. Still, with the North’s
postures showing no signs of letting
up, the United States announced
Wednesday that it was speeding the
deployment of an advanced missiledefense system to Guam in the next
few weeks, two years ahead of schedule in what the Pentagon said was “a
precautionary move” to protect U.S.
naval and air forces from the threat of
a North Korean missile attack.
Testifying before a parliamentary hearing, Defense Minister Kim
Kwan-jin of South Korea said the
missile North Korea has moved to
the east coast, possibly “for demonstration or for training,” appeared not
to be a KN-08, which analysts say is
the closest thing North Korea has to
an intercontinental ballistic missile.

Top Cypriot bankers cited in report
By Landon Thomas Jr.
The New York Times

LONDON — Two of the most
senior executives at Bank of Cyprus
may have deleted crucial email
documents last year relating to what
proved to be a disastrous decision to
invest heavily in Greek government
bonds just before Greece’s international bailout in 2010, according
to an investigative report commissioned by the central bank of Cyprus.
The report said forensic experts
found that the computer belonging
to the bank’s former chief executive,
Andreas Eliades, who was forced
to resign last summer, had “wiping
software loaded which is not part of

the standard software installations”
at the Bank of Cyprus.
Investigators also found such
software on the computer of Christakis Patsalides, a senior executive in
the bank’s treasury department who,
according to the report’s findings,
was the mastermind behind the decision to buy the Greek government
bonds. Patsalides has also left the
bank.
Efforts to reach Eliades and Patsalides late Thursday were not immediately successful. The report said
Eliades did not “participate or assist”
in the investigation, despite being
urged to do so by the bank and its
outside lawyers.
The Bank of Cyprus, long consid-

Spring 2013 Wulff Lecture

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

ered the better run of the two large
banks that have been at the center of
the Cypriot bailout debacle, decided
to speculate in high-yielding Greek
bonds in 2010, just as the Greece government was running out of money.
That decision resulted in the
Bank of Cyprus sustaining a loss
of 1.9 billion euros, or $2.5 billion,
when bond investors were eventually forced to take a 75 percent discount on the value of those bonds
under the final terms of the Greek
bailout, worked out last year.
That loss, and the larger one
absorbed by the other big Cypriot
bank, Laiki Bank, in a similarly misguided investment foray, together
totaled 4.5 billion euros.

Russian bank aids search for
Irish businessman’s assets
MOSCOW — The Irish Bank Resolution Co. is working with one
of Russia’s largest banks to help find and seize assets in the former
Soviet Union that belong to Sean Quinn, a bankrupt Irish billionaire who was once Ireland’s richest man.
Quinn, 65, is under investigation for avoiding payment of 2.8
billion euros, or $3.5 billion, in loans he owes to the Irish Bank Resolution Co., formerly the Anglo Irish Bank, which seized the Quinn
Group Conglomerate in 2011.
His downfall, brought on by a ruinous investments amid the
global financial crisis, came to personify the Irish economic collapse. Quinn declared bankruptcy, and he, his son, and a nephew
were jailed for contempt of court for hiding assets from the bank.
—Andrew Roth, The New York Times

Hopi tribe wants to stop auction
of artifacts in Paris
In a rare case of a cultural heritage claim arising from the sale
of American artifacts abroad, the Hopi Indians of Arizona have
asked federal officials to help stop a high-price auction of 70 sacred
masks in Paris next week.
The tribe is receiving advice from the State and Interior departments, but each agency says its ability to intervene is limited.
While foreign nations routinely rely on international accords
to secure U.S. help in retrieving antiquities from the United States,
Washington has no reciprocal agreements governing American artifacts abroad.
“Right now there just aren’t any prohibitions against this kind
of large foreign sale,” said Jack F. Trope, executive director of the
Association on American Indian Affairs, which is seeking laws and
treaties that would give the United States more force to intervene.
—Tom Mashberg, The New York Times

North Korea blocks workers from
South at border
SEOUL, South Korea — North Korea blocked South Koreans
from crossing the heavily armed border to a jointly operated industrial park Wednesday, raising the possibility that the North is adding to its recent cascade of threats and provocative actions by cutting the last remaining major symbol of inter-Korean cooperation.
It was not the first time that North Korea had disrupted the
park’s operation. It blocked cross-border traffic three times in 2009,
once for three days, out of anger over joint military drills by South
Korean and U.S. troops. That blockade was lifted when the military
exercises ended. The current U.S.-South Korean military drills are
to continue until the end of April.
—Choe Sang-Hun, The New York Times

Tuesday, April 9, 2013
4:00–5:00 pm
Room 26-100
Reception immediately following

Printing

Functional

Materials

Professor Jennifer A. Lewis
Hansjörg Wyss Professor of Biologically Inspired Engineering
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Wyss Institute of Biologically Inspired Engineering
Harvard University

The ability to pattern functional materials in planar and three-dimensional
forms is critical to many emerging applications, including printed electronics,
self-healing materials, and tissue engineering scaffolds. 3D printing enables
rapid design and fabrication of materials
in arbitrary shapes without expensive
tooling, dies, or lithographic masks. This
talk describes the design and rheological
properties of model and functional inks
and their implementation in 3D printing
of microelectrodes for pen-on-paper
electronics, flexible photovoltaics, and
electrically small antennas; hydrogel matrices with embedded microvascularization; and 3D hydrogel scaffolds for tissue engineering. Advances in high
throughput printing of materials via
multinozzle arrays will be highlighted.
The Wulff Lecture is an introductory,
general-audience, entertaining lecture
which serves to educate, inspire, and encourage MIT undergraduates to take up
study in the field of materials science
and engineering and related fields. The
entire MIT community, particularly freshmen, is invited to attend. The Wulff
Lecture honors the late Professor John
Wulff, a skilled, provocative, and entertaining teacher who inaugurated a new
approach to teaching the popular freshman subject: 3.091 Introduction to Solid
State Chemistry.
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UPPERCUT by Steve Sullivan

Seesaw by S.N
Solution, page 12

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

[1188] Bonding

ACROSS
1 Cop’s quarry
5 Lost ground
9 Piped up
14 October birthstone
15 Galileo’s hometown
16 China-plate stand
17 Erudite
18 Act as lookout, perhaps
19 Plant tissue
20 Domino effect
23 Wasikowska of Alice in
Wonderland
24 Blokes
25 Stir up
29 Horn sound
31 In favor of
34 Second man on the
moon
36 Resell quickly
37 “It’s __!” (speakeasy
cry)
38 Winning streak
39 Bring about
40 Seafarers
41 No Hemingway
43 Antlered animal
44 Big party
45 City near Denver
46 Timeline slice
47 Exploitation
48 Threatening talk
55 Missile housing
56 Prefix for distance
57 Ultimate cause
59 Used as a dining table
60 Seethe
61 Was up on
62 Little lizard
63 Vocalized
64 Not very good
DOWN
1 Sound of a smack
2 Majestic

3 Too quick
4 Arraignment statement
5 “Water” dog
6 First sign of fall
7 “Got it”
8 Researcher’s collection
9 Jazz group
10 Ante up
11 Ibsen hangout
12 Enthusiastic
13 North Dakota state tree
21 Moper’s musing
22 Encouraging word
25 Tone down
26 From the country
27 Mountainous Missouri
county
28 Commando weapons
29 Cease-fire
30 Sty cry

31 Dwarf planet since 2006
32 Stage platform
33 Wagner work
35 “Phooey!”
36 Not very good
39 Not very nice
41 Learn (of)
42 Frittering away
44 Western raisin center
46 Tablet reading
47 Full reversal
48 Location
49 Jack on 30 Rock
50 Pickett’s chargers
51 Tint like turquoise
52 Nettles
53 Off-limits thing
54 Gets lost
55 Sink under pressure
58 Seesaw quorum

I’m trying to build character but Eclipse is really confusing.
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by Jorge Cham

Sudoku
Solution, page 12

8 3 2 6 5 9
7
8
3
3
8 2
9 4
8
4
3 5
3 7
6
1
8
4
2 9 4 7 1 6

[2930]

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Techdoku
Solution, page 12

9+

1÷

1−

2

5

72×

20×

2×

24×

30×

6×

page 13

5

2×

6÷

240×

5+

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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MOVIE REVIEW

Tattooed stunt-riders and corrupt cops
An uninspired overload of plot and action
By Edwina Portocarrero
Epic beyond need, melodramatic, and
full of obvious references, to the point
where it becomes somewhat patronizing,
The Place Beyond the Pines is nonetheless
full of beautiful scenes (and actors).
Don’t get me wrong, I really liked Blue
Valentine and was looking forward to a
full two hours plus of emotional intensity, but much to my dismay, the film had
me rolling my eyes. Featuring a bra-less
nipple-tease waitress named Romina (Eva
Mendes), and a motorcycle stunt driver
with an over-worn Metallica t-shirt, bad-

HHH✩✩

Directed by Derek
Cianfrance
Starring Ryan Gosling,
Bradley Cooper, Eva
Mendes, Ray Liotta and
Rose Byrne
Rated R
Now Playing

Courtesy of Atsushi Nishijima

Ryan Gosling plays Luke in Director Derek Cianfrance’s film The Place Beyond The
Pines.
would have charmed my mom too. We empathize with him, and recognize a kind of
nobility — his character isn’t “bad” per se,
but has to make the best of an unfortunate
situation.
On the other hand, by the end of the
film I still did not understand what the
purpose of the movie was — it was unclear what feeling Ciafrance was trying to

instill in the viewer. The overstated understatements, the one too many corny references, and the unnecessarily complicated
plot combined to leave me exhausted.
Unfortunately, given my excitement at the
start of the film, I felt let down, with my
emotional craving unsatisfied. The Place
Beyond the Pines promises much, but
doesn’t deliver.

VIDEO GAME REVIEW

Adapt to survive
Blizzard Entertainment’s bid to regain their e-sports throne will likely fail
By Keith Yost
Staff Writer

Typically when I write a video game review, my focus is on answering the question, “Should you buy this, and if so, for
how much?” This framework works fairly
well for video games, but not as well for
books or movies or music or the Mona Lisa.
Some things you don’t review so much as
you critique. You can judge a work’s creative merit, but trying to translate that merit into dollars and cents is futile.
The new expansion for Starcraft II:
Heart of the Swarm (HotS) isn’t the Mona
Lisa. But it does belong to a category of objects that demand a critical analysis, not
a consumer report. It’s an e-sport. Asking
whether you should buy it is a little like
asking if you should buy a football. Yes?
Maybe? Do you play football?
The article on whether or not you should
buy HotS can be written in one paragraph:
Starcraft II remains one of the best, if not
the best competitive real-time strategy
game ever made. The HotS single player
campaign is shorter and much easier, but
otherwise just as well done as the original,
so if you thought Starcraft II’s campaign
was worth the price of $60, HotS probably
makes sense at $40. And if you play Starcraft II for its multiplayer, then you really
have no choice — virtually everyone will be
switching to the expansion.
The article on what HotS means for Starcraft as an e-sport is considerably longer,
and the question it focuses on is this: will
this expansion return Starcraft to its position as the king of e-sports?
For years, Starcraft was the e-sport that
‘made it.’ Salaried full-time players, intense
competition and training, games cast live
on national (Korean) television, large prize
pools, sponsorship from companies… the
Starcraft series had it all. It wasn’t much
relative to say, baseball, but it was a lot
more than what fighting games, first person shooters, and the rest of e-sports all
cobbled together had.
Around some time last year, however,
Starcraft II was eclipsed by another game,
League of Legends (LoL). Today, the player
base, viewership, and prize pool of LoL is at
least an order of magnitude ahead of Starcraft’s — Riot Games (developer and publisher of LoL) reports that it regularly has
over 5 million concurrent players, with 12
million playing daily and 32 million playing
at least once a month. By contrast, Starcraft

II sees around half a million players play
at least once a month, with only 6 million
copies sold in total. Viewership for LoL is
through the roof — regular season games
between professional teams are cast weekly Thursday through Sunday, with a consistent 150,000 to 250,000 viewers, and last
season’s championships in October saw
a peak of 1.15 million concurrent viewers
watching the world’s top teams compete
for a $2 million prize pool. A solid Starcraft
tournament on the other hand might reach
100,000 viewers with a $75,000 prize pool.

ganizing competitive pro leagues, to chipping in a whopping $5 million dollars for
last season’s tournaments, Riot’s proactive
approach has yielded dividends.
The prospect of being able to sell an expansion to Starcraft II has roused Blizzard
from its slumber, and HotS includes a wish
list of improvements, including the ability
to resume a game from a replay, tournament servers, and customization options
for shoutcasters. Blizzard also seems ready
to begin advertising tournaments on the
game’s home screen and there are even ru-

The pay-up-front nature of Blizzard’s model
means that over time, the game becomes stale.
The growth of LoL relative to Starcraft is
disconcerting for the Starcraft camp, and
not just because the two compete for viewership and player base (and thus advertising money). Where LoL is at today is where
a lot of people hoped Starcraft would be —
that LoL realized this success and Starcraft
plateaued seems like evidence of a missed
opportunity. With the release of HotS, the
Starcraft community’s dream of e-sport
grandeur has been rekindled. HotS offers a
second chance at the big leagues. It might
work. I think it won’t.
There are three reasons why LoL has
succeeded where Starcraft stagnated, and
two of them can be linked to the business
models of their respective game companies. Blizzard Entertainment monetizes
Starcraft by selling copies of the game,
which means its incentive to promote Starcraft the e-sport is limited to the number
of new players it thinks such efforts would
bring in. Riot Games, on the other hand,
is funded by micro-transactions — LoL
itself is free and players can unlock game
content either by playing the game or by
paying money. As LoL grows in popularity,
Riot makes money not just off of new players, but also its existing player base. Moreover, the micro-transaction model means
that Riot captures more of its players’ willingness to pay. Some players never pay a
dime — others pay thousands of dollars.
As a result, while Blizzard has been
largely unresponsive to the needs of its
e-sports community, Riot has done considerable work to further the LoL competitive scene. From advertising tournaments
in the game’s home screen, to developing
a LAN version for tournament play, to or-

mors that they will start up a professional
league of their own similar to that organized by Riot. In this regard, HotS is a significant step forward for competitive play,
but the open question is whether more
support will be forthcoming even after the
sales slow down.
The pay-up-front nature of Blizzard’s
model also contains another problem,
which is that over time the game tends
to become stale. Both LoL and Starcraft
make balance tweaks, but Riot continually
adds new content for players to buy, which
means LoL evolves and shifts more frequently than Starcraft. The arrival of HotS
and its new units breathes fresh life into
Starcraft, but like Blizzard’s sudden interest in promoting e-sports, one wonders for
how long the bloom will stay on the rose.
Starcraft is a game of reasonable strategic
depth, but that depth evaporates when the
game remains the same for so long. The
build orders and army compositions that
are viable become figured out, the demand
on players to be dynamic in their decision
making diminishes, dominant strategies
appear, and much of the attraction of playing and watching the game goes away, especially if the dominant strategies are simple to execute and boring to watch (most
long-time Starcraft players will remember
the dark days of 4-gate vs. 4-gate).
The final problem with Starcraft is
its heavy emphasis on mechanical skill.
Part of the attraction of watching strategy
games is being able to turn around and
implement those strategies in your own
games. It’s problem enough when the decision making of the game is too simple
to be worth copying, but that problem be-

Starcraft II:
Heart of the Swarm
Blizzard Entertainment
Released March 2013
For Microsoft Windows,
OS X
comes worse when the act of copying it is
restricted only to those dedicated enough
to the game to have mastered its complex
mechanics. LoL is a mechanically simpler
game – the distinction between good and
bad players rests much more on their decision making, and so the incentive for casual players of the game to also be avid spectators is high. While watching LoL offers a
reasonable chance of making you a better
player, watching Starcraft to get better is a
little like trying to learn the saxophone by
watching Coltrane.
Admittedly, a game that requires technical mastery has advantages of its own
in terms of attracting viewers. Sometimes
we want to watch the spectacle of extreme
talent and practice in motion. But viewers who watch for technical mastery will
gravitate toward watching the absolute
highest levels of play — not a good thing
in a world that is largely prize based and
already hands most of its loot to only the
very best. In 2012, the top Starcraft player
in the world won over $180,000 in prizes
— the 50th best won less than $20,000.
The existence of reasons to watch players other than the very best mitigates the
winner-take-all economics of the scene,
and makes easier the transition from amateur to pro. However, if the single player
campaign of HotS became easier, the multiplayer certainly did not; the skill cap of
the game has been raised significantly, demanding both faster reaction times as well
as more multitasking. It has become less
friendly to casual players when the lesson
coming from LoL is that casual appeal is a
derivative of success.
HotS is new, it’s different enough from
the original to change the way the game is
played, and for the time being its release
has gone hand-in-hand with a new attitude
by Blizzard toward building the game into
a profession. But it is not different enough
to think that it will change Starcraft’s trajectory as an e-sport.
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The Place Beyond The
Pines

boy tattoos, and sweet childish demeanor
named Luke (Ryan Gosling), the film felt
overplayed, ready-made, and oozed an artificial hipness.
Divided into three parts, the film is long
— two generations go by. In the first part,
old flames Luke and Romina reconnect after years, and Luke discovers he fathered
her son, so he decides to quit his job as a
stunt driver in order to stick around and
play the providing father. He ends up as a
mechanic turned bank robber, for whom
one bank or two is not enough. Alongside
him is boss and partner in crime Robin
(Ben Mendelsohn), who plays what feels
like a sadly prototypical role.
The second part of this unnecessarily long film is filled with beautiful chase
scenes, uninteresting twists, death, corruption, and cops (with fairly good performances by Bruce Greenwood and the
one and only Ray Liotta). In the third part,
we fast-forward about a decade — two
sons (Emory Cohen and Dane DeHaan)
mature into teens, befriend each other,
and fall into hostilities. The story evolves
predictably, with coincidences that bring
everything back to the beginning of the
saga — granted, with stellar performances
by Cohen and DeHaan, which bring much
needed excitement into the film.
On the one hand, the movie had some
stunning scenes and strong performances.
The opening scene with the motorcycles in
the cage was nothing less than powerful.
Gosling charmed me, tattoos and all, and
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EXHIBITION REVIEW

Satisfy your urge to travel

The MIT Museum showcases a Swiss photographer’s world explorations
By Kathryn Dere
senior editor

For those of you whose wanderlust is currently constrained by the demands of the
academic calendar, Joël Tettamanti: Compass
Points is not to be missed. After all, this newest exhibition at the MIT Museum — and the
first solo exhibition in the United States for
Switzerland-based Tettamanti — is all about
travel. Compass Points includes more than 70
works by Tettamanti, shot in locations ranging
from the built-up city of Seoul to more isolated communities in Greenland.
The photographs in Compass Points are
not grouped together by region, but by other
connecting skeins, which adds a layer of complexity to Tettamanti’s work. One wall contains
a photograph taken in Nepal, with buildings
gathered around a mountainous drop-off;
hung next to it are photographs of similarly
isolated locations in Greenland, Switzerland,
and Vietnam. On another wall, smaller photographs are grouped together in a grid-like
format, creating an imagined city made up of
buildings from different continents — Chalom, Israel; Vardø, Norway; Necaxa, Mexico;
Ayome, Togo.
Despite the National Geographic-type
location jumping, however, Compass Points
focuses less on the people than it does on the
land that they inhabit. When people do appear in the landscape, they are little more than
accessories. In a 2005 photo of demolished
buildings and crumbling concrete in China,
the people sitting in the rubble blend in with
the dingy grays, browns, and blues of the concrete. The people in a 34-minute video by Tettamanti are often standing completely still, as

Joël Tettamanti: Compass
Points
Kurtz Gallery for
Photography, MIT Museum
Through August 31, 2013
Free with MIT ID
if they themselves are part of the landscapes.
Even without a noticeable presence of animate objects in his photographs, the results
are far from tame. As villages and cities begin
to take shape, so too does the push-and-pull
relationship between architectural and natural landscapes. A 2011 photograph of Seoul,
South Korea, depicts clusters of city buildings
and trees receding into hazy mountains. Twothirds of a photograph of Tramelan, Switzerland (2008) is white with snow, with houses
and other buildings inhabiting a small strip
in the middle ground and behind that, snowblurred forests fading into the weather.
Tettamanti’s smaller scale photographs are
just as striking and, at times, unexpected. The
shimmering ball of light in a scene of Ilulissat,
Greenland (2009) at dusk is not a particularly
bright star, but rather a street lamp. A photograph of Zagaya, Niger (2005) has the same
eerie stillness of a de Chirico painting, with
box-like Adobe buildings sitting in a landscape of blue sky and red dust.
In his book Local Studies, Tettamanti said,
“I have no religion, but somehow I think spirit
is an important part of my images. Every place
has its own spirit.” What is this spirit, exactly?
Compass Points invites you to decide.

Courtesy of Jöel Tettamanti

Qaqortoq, Greenland, 2004. In Local Studies, Tettamanti writes “They almost fight the
nature and climate … I was impressed by the obsession of people staying in a place that
is so clearly not made for humans.”

Courtesy of Jöel Tettamanti

Seoul, South Korea, 2011

Courtesy of Jöel Tettamanti

Necaxa, Mexico, 2007

album review

The return of Justin Timberlake
The pop star releases a new album after a 7-year hiatus
By Denis Bozic
Staff Writer

Expectations and comebacks are inseparable companions. When a star as
famous as Justin Timberlake takes a temporary break from making music, coming
back to the scene is never a piece of cake
— the media wants to know the reason behind the hiatus and the fans expect fresh
and promising music.
To be fair though, Timberlake did
not disappear completely. The world
hasn’t seen signs of a new album from
him since his previous album FutureSex/
LoveSounds, which was released in 2006,
but in the meantime he was busy saving
the world in “4 minutes” with Madonna,
demystifying his feelings towards Mila
Kunis in the film Friends with Benefits,
and developing Facebook in The Social
Network. Even though these smart career
moves (perhaps intentionally) alleviated
some of the media’s expectations, the recent release of his new album The 20/20
Experience still puts him in the comeback
spotlight. With this album, Timberlake
manages to bring some novelties to his
music, but it is questionable whether these
novelties will keep him in the spotlight.
Produced by Timberlake, his favorite
sidekick Timbaland, and new collaborator
J-Roc, The 20/20 Experience shifts Timberlake’s music from the pure pop and R&B of
his previous two albums to a style that fus-

es these genres with soul and even some
exotic world music sounds. Compared
with his earlier songs, such as “SexyBack,”
the new songs demonstrate music that
is more than just a collection of simple
three-beat club hits. The wide range of
string, brass, keyboard and percussion instruments embellish the album and highlight Timberlake’s more mature side. So,
why is it questionable that his new album
will be an instant success?
If Timberlake had made the album
shorter and worked more on his songwriting skills, The 20/20 Experience would
most likely be a brilliant album. Moreover,
the songs are unnecessarily long — seven
minutes on average — so even the sheer
brilliance of the musical composition cannot undo the dullness this causes. In popbased music, brevity is usually a desirable
attribute, because there is something
appealing about songs that quickly and
effectively convey their message. For reasons known only to him and his production team, Timberlake decided to disregard the common standard for this aspect
of his songs.
Lyrics do not enhance the album’s
quality either. When other pop stars such
as the alternative Swedish diva Robyn
and the underground Norway-native Annie write roguish and jocular lyrics, they
skillfully and harmoniously blend them
in with the music, giving their listeners a
sense of their songs’ easy-goingness.

Timberlake does the opposite in this
album: he combines music made with
care and nonsensical lyrics, such as “If
you’d be my strawberry bubblegum, then
I’d be your blueberry lollipop.” The everpresent topic of Timberlake’s relationships in these lyrics is not an issue, but the
comparison of his love life to candy products is, by any measure, corny.
Some of the songs in this album are
worth mentioning though. The neo-soul
opening track “Pusher Love Girl”, poetic ballad “Mirrors”, and the unorthodox
dance hit “Let The Groove Get In” are examples of Timberlake taking advantage
of his potential for personal growth in the
music industry. In these songs, he thrives
as a well-established singer who is able to
veer between highly lyrical and fun, lighthearted musical escapades.
At the same time, one has to wonder
whether these few successful ambitious
attempts can pave a new pathway for Timberlake. It might be possible, but it seems
as if he should have continued with his old
well-formulated pattern of music-making
instead of taking a risky path of musical
maturation.
Whatever the future might hold for
Timberlake, the new album remains
trapped in a limbo — it does not fail, but it
does not deliver fully either.
Highlight tracks: “Pusher Love Girl,”
“Suit & Tie,” “Let the Groove Get In,” and
“Mirrors.”

HHH✩✩
The 20/20 Experience
Justin Timberlake
Released March 19, 2013
RCA

Courtesy of RCA Records

The album cover of Justin Timberlake’s The 20/20
Experience.
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Sleeping Beauty sparkles
Boston Ballet performs an all-time classic with help from the Royal Ballet

Courtesy of Rosalie O’Connor

The Lilac Fairy (Lia Cririo) surrounded by other fairies during the christening of Princess Aurora.

By Grace Young
ARTS EDITOR

Boston Ballet’s The Sleeping Beauty
opened the Friday before spring break. The
three-hour show is set in a sparkly pink fairytale world, where people dance to communicate, and everyone is merry except the evil
fairy Carabosse. The company does an extraordinary job with Marius Petipa’s 120-year
old classical ballet. The dancing, costumes,
and scenery were superb.
To really enjoy the performance, however,
remind yourself that the story is a fairytale for
children and draw on your inner child’s tolerance for sugary sweet characters and clichéd
love affairs.
Sleeping Beauty is one of the most fundamental classical ballets. It “represents the
purity of academic classical ballet,” says Boston Ballet Artistic Director Mikko Nissinen. It
premiered in Russia in 1890, around the same
time as Swan Lake and The Nutcracker, and
is set to Peter Tchaikovsky’s score. It became
The Royal Ballet’s signature work in the mid1900s, until the Boston Ballet acquired the
production in 1992 and 2005. This season,
the company hired former Royal Ballet soloist and ballet mistress Hilary Cartwright as a
guest coach for the production, so that they
could ensure the present performance is true

Courtesy of Rosalie O’Connor

The evil fairy Carabosse (Erica Cornejo)
brings a cursed spindle to Princess Aurora.

to the history and original form of the ballet.
The opening scene, of baby Aurora’s christening, is as much a theatrical production as
it is a ballet. King and Queen Florestan use
ballet-mime to beckon guests to dance. As
the Queen cradles Princess Aurora, her enormous diamond necklace glistens in the stage
light — she could be the character little girls
dress up as when they rock baby dolls. Guests
arrive in choreographed ensembles, but
quickly settle at the sides of the stage to make
room for the fairies who bestow their magical
gifts on the Princess.
Each fairy performs a delightful solo, during which all eyes are upon her. The Songbird
Fairy (Sylvia Deaton) makes sharp, giddy dégagés to a fluted melody. The Golden Vine
Fairy (Dalay Parrondo) has the comical habit
of waving her arms in a spastic manner to
match the music. The Enchanted Garden
Fairy, Crystal Fountain Fairy, and Woodland
Glad Fairy similarly have unique movements,
each to distinct melodies by Tchaikovsky,
which define their gift to the infant Princess.
The fairies hardly rest. Their feet are in
constant motion as they flutter across the
stage in quick bourrées on pointe. Once in a
while, a line of children carries gifts balanced
on pillows into the party. The audience gawks
at the adorable munchkins, but the fairies, somewhat awkwardly, never accept the
objects.
During the Prologue there was a problem
with dancers’ shoes squeaking too loudly.
At times, the squeaks overpowered the soft
flutes and harps in Tchaikovsky’s melodies.
Unfortunately the sound reminded me of
the sound Barbie dolls make when you move
their legs and arms; and to complete the distracting inference, the dancers, dressed in
sparkly tutus and pastel Easter-egg colors,
easily looked like Barbies.
The fairy Carabosse (Erica Cornejo) arrives unexpectedly to Princess Aurora’s christening. Her flame-red curls and sweeping
gestures convey her anger about not having
received an invitation. King and Queen Florestan blame their attendant for the invitation mix-up in an attempt at politeness, but
Carabosse is unforgiving. Also, she clearly
didn’t get the memo about wearing Easteregg colors. Her shimmering black robe provides sharp contrast with everyone else on
stage. Her creatures perform a stunningly
athletic routine to convey their malicious intentions. The four Boston Ballet Students in
these roles performed excellently. Despite
their masks and dark costumes, they almost
stole the scene from Carabosse herself.
To everyone’s horror, Carabosse sets a

curse upon Princess Aurora. Fortunately,
the Lilac Fairy (Lia Cirio) saves the day (in a
sense), by promising that Aurora will not die
when she pricks her finger, but that she will
instead fall into a deep sleep, and will be awoken by a Prince’s kiss after one hundred years
have passed. With this new “curse,” the party
goes back to being merry. Pleased with herself, the Lilac Fairy’s beaming smile reaches
the back row.
The story then fast-forwards sixteen years.
Princess Aurora (Misa Kuranaga) glides into
the village where her parents are greeting
townspeople. She is truly stunning. She is
happy, doted on, and diverts the audience’s
attention away from her friends, members
of the corps de ballet, who danced in somewhat lackluster ensembles before her arrival.
Kuranaga plays Aurora exceptionally well,
performing technically demanding choreography without ever seeming to lose her
breath.
In Sleeping Beauty’s world, you can tell
whether someone is good or bad based on his
or her outfit. Good people wear bedazzling
pastels, while Carabosse and her evil companions wear dark blacks and greens. Aurora
doesn’t figure this out in time, however. She
accepts a diamond-studded spindle from
Carabosse that pricks her, fulfilling the curse.
Aurora wavers a bit after pricking her
finger, but surprises everybody by leaping around the stage in full grand jeté with
a child’s energy. But soon she succumbs to
the curse and collapses into her horrified
parents’ arms. The Lilac Fairy makes a grand
entrance, as Aurora did at the beginning of
the Act, instructs Aurora’s suitors to carry her
body to the tower, and closes the scene by
putting all the townspeople to sleep.
Act II introduces Prince Desire and his
hunting party. As soon as Desire (Jeffrey
Cirio) appears on stage you know he and
Aurora would make a picture-perfect couple.
He’s a petite Asian, young and full of child-like
energy. He can’t focus on the hunt because
he’s dreaming of love, conveyed through his
elegant, sweeping movements. Like Aurora,
he commands attention with his technical
prowess and regal presence. His hunting
party, composed of corps de ballet members
and Boston Ballet students, perform, again
in somewhat lackluster ensembles, while the
Prince takes center stage.
Throughout the ballet, the ensembles at
times strayed slightly off beat with the music, and there was some disconnect between
the dancers and the live orchestra. However,
the audience was distracted by the shimmery costumes and dazzling sets, which

Ballet-mime: A sketch dictionary to help you decipher classical ballet moves

The Sleeping Beauty
Boston Ballet Company
March 22 – April 7, 2013
Boston Opera House
more than made up for intermittent musical
disconnects.
The Lilac Fairy dazzles Act II as well. She
leads lovesick Desire on a boat over rolling
fog to Aurora’s castle. They enter her bedroom, where not only Aurora, but also the
King, Queen and townspeople slumber. The
chemistry between Desire and Aurora is
evident as soon as he sets eyes on her, even
though she is comatose. Without missing a
beat, Desire kisses Aurora, breaking the spell.
Moments after waking up from her 100-year
nap, Aurora accepts Desire’s marriage proposal with her mother’s encouragement.
Guests at Aurora’s fairytale wedding include Puss in Boots, Little Red Riding Hood,
and Beauty and the Beast, and they entertain other wedding guests with lighthearted
dances. The audience especially liked the pas
de deux of Puss in Boots and his partner the
white cat — there was laughter as the dancing
cats pawed and circled around each other.
When the Prince and Princess arrive, they
once again steal the show. They perform together in choreography that echoes Aurora’s
routine with her suitors from one hundred
years ago, but this time Aurora throws herself
into Desire’s arms. They finish their dance
with incredible leaps, with Desire catching
Aurora mid-air, showing their trust in one
another.
It is hard to believe the same principal
dancers performed All Kylian just a few
weeks ago, which is an entirely different ballet. The amazing transformation is not just
credit to the dancers, but also to the whole
Boston Ballet crew. Sleeping Beauty included
elaborate sets and costumes and demanded
theatricality and near-perfect classical technique from the dancers, whereas All Kylian
required more neo-classical technicality and
daring artistry. The Boston Ballet dancers
“have become chameleons of dance, able to
adapt to any style with ease,” wrote Nissinen.
That fact shone sparkly pink and frighteningly
black in this performance of Sleeping Beauty.
The company’s upcoming program includes
another neo-classical ballet, Chroma, and
another classical ballet, Coppélia, and is sure
to showcase the company’s diverse talents
even further.
illustration by Paulina Mustafa

Ballet-mime is particularly
important in Sleeping
Beauty, as dancers frequently use it to convey
narrative elements of the
story.
Key:
Meaning – character’s action.
Forget/Think – touches their
forehead with their index
finger.
Beautiful – makes a circle
around their face with the
palm of their hand.
Promise – points two fingers,
held together, upwards in the
audience’s direction.
Princess – taps their forehead
with their hand twice.

King/Queen – taps
their forehead with
their hand three times.

Anger – bends their arms,
fists pointed towards the
sky, and shakes them.

Fear – raises their arms
and leans away from
the object of their fear.

Die – crosses their
arms in front of their
body in a low position.

Marry –
Dance – raises their hands above
points to their their head, circling them and moving
ring finger.
their arms from first to third position.
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restaurant review

Health from the inside
Try a reinvigorating meal at Life Alive
By Alex McCarthy
It’s a Saturday evening, and you’re hungry. You ate brunch at 10 a.m. and haven’t
had a bite to eat since then. It’s been a long,
busy week, and between classes during the
day and psets at night, you’ve been grabbing a quick burger and fries or plate of pasta
most nights for dinner. You need to take a
break and recharge — so why not grab some
friends and get dinner at Life Alive, a restaurant with a relaxing atmosphere and a revitalizing menu?
This little oasis from the day-to-day shuffle is just a 15-minute walk up Mass. Ave. into
Cambridge. Stepping in from the concrete
city, the interior of Life Alive seems to have
gone to root, with plants flourishing in the
windows, and with natural wood tables and
counters. Music plays lightly over conversations held by friends and couples, and wait-

F R E E

ers weave through the room, smiling and
balancing plates of food. There is a more
intimate downstairs seating area, with softer
lighting and a few larger tables for groups,
some tables for two, and padded benches
set into the mural-covered walls. Overall, the
place has a very hippie-groovy, relaxing vibe.
Life Alive’s menu (all vegetarian) is driven
by the principle that diverse, unprocessed,
and organic foods are fundamentally key
to holistic wellbeing. Fresh vegetables, legumes, and grains are combined with intensely delicious sauces to create a mouthwatering array of bowls, wraps, and soups.
They also serve a number of energizing
smoothies with decadent and exotic flavors
such as mango avocado, ginger maple, and
chicory cacao.
I’ll admit that, the first time I visited Life
Alive, I was somewhat skeptical. Even though
I’m a vegan, that doesn’t mean I chow down

M O V I E

on vegetables 24/7 — I enjoy my deep fried
tater tots and ketchup as much as the next
guy. However, I ordered a whole-wheat wrap
stuffed to bursting with leafy greens, broccoli, whole grains, nuts, and who knows what
other veggies, and when I took my first bite,
I could tell that Life Alive knew what it was
doing. The flavors and textures were fantastic — I could taste how fresh and wholesome
the ingredients were. Furthermore, my body
seemed to recognize that whatever had been
missing from my nightly dining hall diet
was contained in the wrap, and I craved the
next bite. I could almost feel myself getting
younger with every mouthful.
The next time you’re feeling run down, try
out a restaurant that’s run at a different pace.
A relaxing evening with friends at Life Alive
could revitalize you mentally and physically,
setting you up to take on whatever new challenges lie in your week ahead.

S C R E E N I N G

Cohen Media Group and The MIT Lecture Series Committee
invite you and a guest to an advance screening of
2col (3.75”) x 2.5” = 5”
Blancanieves at Bldg. 10, Room 10-250:

Tuesday, April 9th @ 7:30 PM

Free for you and a guest with your current MIT ID.

“This Film is a Wonderment!
A Visually Stunning film.”

Open Mondays–Saturdays
8 a.m. – 10 p.m., Sundays 11
a.m. – 7 p.m.
Expect to pay $8–$10 for an entrée, and
the $5–$7 for a smoothie. The servings are
smaller than average, but they are dense
and filling, and you are paying for highquality, nutritious food.
The ordering system is a little unconventional: place your order at the counter on
the first floor (like a Starbucks), then find
a place to sit and place a little sign with a
number on your table, and a waiter will
bring you your food.

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

- convenient Cambridge location

“The Absolutely Most
Original Film of the Year!”
Thelma Adams, Yahoo! Movies

“Stylish and Sublime!”
Steve Dollar, The Wall Street Journal

“The Best Spanish Film
of the Year!”
Pedro Almodovar
COHEN MEDIA GROUP
presents

www.CohenMedia.net

2col (3.75”) x 3.5” = 7”

765 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

SPERMBANK.com

Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times

LSC

Life Alive

BLDG. 10, ROOM 10-250
77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Please arrive to the screening early. Seating is on a first come,
first serve basis and is not guaranteed.
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Protests
continue
Local workers
and students
join movement
Le Méridien, from Page 1
and member of the Student Labor Action Movement (SLAM) at
Harvard University was in attendance yesterday evening. “I’m here
because Harvard is also invested
in HEI. While the University has
agreed not to invest more funds in
the company, it is still invested as
a third party. Our money is still in
the Hotel here. We are still profiting
from it.”
Chen stated that while there is
some pressure from students to
convince Harvard to divest from
HEI, this “claw back” of funds is not
at the top of SLAM’s agenda for the
moment.
Boudreau expressed his desire
that MIT students would become
involved in the labor movement.
“The administration would really
listen to students,” said Boudreau.
MIT has a long history with the
Hotel at 20 Sidney Street, which was
originally owned by a partnership
between the Institute and Forest
City Enterprises. “The Hotel@MIT,”
as it was formerly named, was sold
to HEI Hotels & Resorts in 2007. According to the City of Cambridge’s
Property database, MIT continues
to own the land underneath of the
hotel and rents it to HEI Hotels on a
long-term lease.
At the time of writing the Institute’s Sourcing and Procurement
Office continued to list Le Méridien
in Cambridge as a “preferred” travel
vendor and to conduct regular business there. On April 9, MIT event
planners, including Gayle Gallagher, senior director of Institute events
and protocol, will hold an etiquette
training at the Hotel for the event
planning staff.

Are you a
tetris ninja?
Use your
powers
for good!
arts arts arts
arts arts arts
arts arts arts
arts
arts
arts

news
news
news
newsnews
newsnews
newsnews
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news
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...by joining
the production
department at
The Tech!

join@tech.mit.edu
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Join us for a community open house celebrating the historic restoration of MIT’s Great
Dome and the opening of Barker Library’s 24-hour reading room.
Wednesday, April 10, 2013, 2–4pm • Barker Library Reading Room
Remarks by President L. Rafael Reif. Refreshments to follow.
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Boyce, from Page 1

Looking for a career where you can earn extra
income?
Are you dedicated?
Computer literate?
And have access to the internet one to two hours a
week?
If you answered yes then we have your career waiting for
you!

and awards, including becoming an
MIT MacVicar Faculty Fellow, winning the Department of Mechanical Engineering Keenan Award
for Teaching, the Spira Award for
Teaching, and the NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award. She
is also a fellow of many academies,
including American Academy of
Arts and Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering.
“Mary has been an exceptional
colleague and department head,
distinguishing herself in research,
teaching and service,” said Ian A.
Waitz, dean of the MIT School of
Engineering in a statement to the
MIT News Office. “We will miss her
very much, but wish her the best in
this new role.” Waitz is in the process of forming a search committee
to find the next department head.

AGR Tools Inc. is currently seeking store
managers, assistant managers to work your own ﬂexible schedule!
If you think you have what AGR Tools Inc. is looking for:
If you are interested and need more information, Please send your
resumes to hrrecruitagrtoolsinc@gmail.com

Employees
Part-Time Accounts Bookkeeper and Representatives

Payable/Receivable
Payroll Clerk

This space donated by The Tech

Good communication and
organizationa skills.

send resume to:
davido.m123@gmail.com
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Course 20 writing lab first of its kind, but open to all
Lab supposed to improve more specialized communication skills for interested students
BE writing center, from Page 1
center, but to bring in specialized
resource for Course 20.
“The MIT writing program is
terrific — they just don’t have
enough bandwidth,” said Lauffenburger, explaining that they don’t
have “enough personnel and time.”

Peer mentorship
One of the differences between
the MIT Writing Center and the
Course 20 Writing Lab is the peer
fellows.
Alm and Stachowiak noticed
that so much learning at MIT is
“sideways,” said Lauffenburger,
“Peer to peer.”
The goal was to train a handful
of students to become “exceptional

communicators,” said Goldstein.
Then, the “trickle down effect
could have the whole department
improve because of a core group of
extraordinary students.”
“I believe in the effort that [the

The writing fellows were recruited through word of mouth
and through the IAP class 20.300
(Advanced Workshop in Biological
Engineering Communication). Fellows had to apply, were accepted,

One of the differences between the MIT
Writing Center and the Course 20 Writing
Lab is the peer fellows. So much learning
at MIT is “sideways,” said Lauffenburger,
“Peer to peer.”
department] is putting in,” said
John P. Casey G, one of the fellows.
“We should be helping develop
better writers alongside mathematicians and engineers.”

and then put through a full day’s
training of the type of writing they
would see, including scientific
communication. The center is collaborating with the Careers Office

in order to fully support premed
applicants from Course 20. Goldstein expects the program to become more competitive within the
next few years, and hopes to make
the IAP class a prerequisite.

Assessing progress
The department will assess the
Writing Lab’s growth through surveys and other types of feedback.
“If there really is conviction that
[students] are becoming better,”
said Lauffenburger, “We’d want to
expand the program so that everyone can be accommodated. … We
don’t want to have its bandwidth
limited.”
“Assessing writing labs is a really
complicated thing,” said Goldstein,
who has been working with the

Teaching and Learning Lab while
setting up this project, and plans
to send surveys to members of the
department to get feedback as the
lab grows.

Plans for other departments
Course 20 is the first department
to offer a specialized writing center,
and time will tell if others will follow
its lead.
“A number of department heads
requested to stay updated on how it
goes on,” said Lauffenburger, mentioning that he’s brought up the
Writing Lab at the School of Engineering department head meetings.
More information about the
Writing Lab can be found online
at their website https://sites.google.
com/site/bewritemit/.

Be the first to know about what’s happening at MIT.

The Tech is looking for news writers to...
interview students,

administrators, and
faculty...

cover new

campus policy...

and find out how MIT
connects to the rest of
the world.

e-mail join@tech.mit.edu and say you want to write news.
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12TH ANNUAL STUDENT ORIGAMI COMPETITION

Exhibit Opening and Award Ceremony

Sat, Apr 6, 2013
4 pm - 5 pm
Wiesner Art Gallery

MIT Student Center, 2nd Floor
Come enjoy delicious Italian pastries from
Bova’s and admire awesome origami!
Questions or Comments?
origami-info@mit.edu : : origamit.scripts.mit.edu

*

Earn up to $2864/month this summer!

Program Summary MIT undergraduate students conduct scientific and
engineering research at Army Science and Technology Centers under the direction of
Army Scientists, from June to August. The Army host and student determine the
exact starting and finishing dates.
Professional Benefits
• Gain valuable research experience
• Build new professional relationships
• Access world-class research facilities
• Contribute to a team that is providing new, life-saving technologies
Disciplines of Interest and Project Content
• Most areas of science and engineering
• The Army Lab Host determines the project content and subject matter. The projects can
involve basic research, applied research, or both and do not need to be related to the ISN
mission or to nanotechnology

To view internship opportunities and learn more about this program, please register
at the website:

https://isn.mit.edu/internship/index.php
If you have questions about this program, or experience difficulty using the website, please
contact Marlisha McDaniels, at the ISN: mmcd@mit.edu, 617.324.4700.
This space donated by The Tech

Meet your
fellow tech staff.
(aka, your new 3 a.m.
pset support group)

SMBC, from Page 6
*The Army Lab provides the intern's salary, which typically ranges from $2280/month to
$2864/month depending on class year. Under certain circumstances the ISN can provide the
intern with a supplement of up to $1500 to defray costs of local accommodations and travel.

The mission of the MIT Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies is to dramatically improve the protection and
survivability of the Soldier and first responder through basic research and collaboration with the Army and
industry.

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541
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Council
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at MIT

GRANTS PROGRAM
Photo: The Bhangra Club, 2012 Grant Recipient. Image © South Asian Nation

DEADLINE APRIL 5

All currently registered MIT students are eligible to apply

arts.mit.edu/participate/grants/
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AL West will have a tough fight to the finish while Detroit takes Central early on
By Austin Osborne
sports editor

AL Eastern Division
1. Toronto Blue Jays
2. Baltimore Orioles
3. Tampa Bay Rays
4. New York Yankees
5. Boston Red Sox
The AL East is the most competitive division in the MLB. A case could be made
for four of the teams (sorry, Red Sox!) to
win the division, and the race could come
down to the final week or two. That being said, I think the Blue Jays will finally
make the leap and win the AL East. They
made some huge moves in the offseason,
and benefitted from Miami’s huge fire
sale where they acquired shortstop Jose
Reyes and pitchers Mark Buehrle and
Josh Johnson in exchange for some prospects. They also signed outfielder Melky
Cabrera, who should add a lot to their offense. They have arguably the most dangerous power hitter in baseball in Jose
Bautista, and also traded for last year’s
NL Cy Young award winner R.A. Dickey.

Expect somewhere around 95 wins from
the Jays.
Baltimore surprised everyone last season by grabbing a playoff spot and giving the Yankees a tough series, but they
shouldn’t surprise anyone this year, They
have some very good pieces on offense
to build around and their pitching staff,
while not brilliant, is good enough to give
teams trouble. Expect a good season from
outfielders Adam Jones and Nick Markakis. The Orioles are going to be a very
dangerous team this year, especially after
getting some valuable playoff experience
in 2012.
The Rays lost some of their key players
from last season in the offseason, but they
still have enough to compete for a title.
Evan Longoria is still the heart and soul of
the offense while he has some very good

complementary players situated around
him, such as Ben Zobrist and Desmond
Jennings. Tampa Bay’s main strength
is their rotation, however, as they have
very good pitchers top to bottom. David
Price leads the rotation and I expect him
to be a Cy Young candidate this season.
Jeremy Hellickson and Matt Moore are
two young stars that should develop even
further this season as the Rays fight for a
Wild Card berth.
The Yankees are having some major
difficulties with injuries already this season. We’ll see how long Derek Jeter is out
with his ankle injury, but he shouldn’t
miss too many games. First baseman
Mark Teixeira however, could miss serious time with a torn tendon in his wrist.
If he doesn’t come back until June or July,
New York could be in serious trouble.

has talent, such as Alex Rios and Paul
Konerko, but they just don’t have enough
to overtake the Tigers this season.
Cleveland improved over the offseason with many smart additions. They acquired former Braves outfielder Michael
Bourn, who will give them some speed at
the top of their lineup. They also added
Drew Stubbs and Nick Swisher to complement Carlos Santana. Their real concern
this season, though, will be their pitching.
Ubaldo Jiminez declined greatly last season after his stellar career with the Rockies. Justin Masterson was also not impressive but he will look to bounce back this

year and make the Indians competitive.
The Royals are probably a year or two
away from being legitimate contenders
in the American League. They have a lot
of young talent ready to reach their potential, so don’t be surprised if they supplant the White Sox and the Indians for
2nd place. They traded for James Shields
and Wade Davis in the offseason, which
improves their previously weak rotation.
If some of their offensive pieces like Billy
Butler and Eric Hosmer can play well,
Kansas City could field their most dangerous team in years.
Rounding out the division, the Min-

nesota Twins are an organization in freefall. Not too long ago, they were a perennial playoff contender, but now they will
struggle to be even close to .500. They
still have Joe Mauer catching for them
but they have little else. Josh Willingham
might be able to provide some offense,
but they definitely need much more help.
They traded outfielder Ben Revere to the
Phillies over the offseason in exchange for
Vance Worley. Worley immediately becomes the best starting pitcher on the roster, but that isn’t saying much. This team
will struggle to stop teams from scoring
all season.

by second-year player Yeonis Cespedes.
Although I wouldn’t bet on them repeating
their division-winning performance from
last year, this team will win a lot of games.
If they can make a splash at the trade deadline and acquire another player to bolster
their lineup, they could easily be crowned
AL West champs again.
The Rangers were hit hard this offseason when they lost Josh Hamilton, Michael
Young and Mike Napoli. Even with all that,
however, they still have one of the most
talented teams in baseball. Elvis Andrus,
Nelson Cruz and Adrian Beltre highlight
one of the better offenses in the American

League, so they won’t have too much problem scoring runs this season. They also
have a competent rotation and I expect Yu
Darvish to have another exceptional year.
The division race will be close between
all three teams, but in the end, I think the
Rangers will fall just short.
The Mariners have one of the best
pitchers in baseball, Felix Hernandez, but
the talent level drops off from there. The
rest of their rotation will struggle this season to keep runs off the board and unless
some of their young offensive talent like
Dustin Ackley and Justin Smoak can produce, they won’t win too many games. This

is a roster that is about 3 years away from
being competitive if they continue to develop their prospects.
The Houston Astros are a new team to
the division, after transferring from the National League. They won’t have any more
success this season, however, and will
continue to be in the bottom of the league.
They really don’t have any starting pitching or relievers that are capable of being
consistently good, and their offense will
struggle mightily all season. They signed
slugger Carlos Pena in the offseason, but
he won’t be nearly enough to help Houston this year.

Alex Rodriguez just had hip surgery in
January, so he may miss the entire season. Unless they can find answers somewhere else, the Yankees will fall behind
in a very competitive division.
Boston is quickly being left behind.
They have an aging roster that needs to
be rebuilt as soon as possible. All is not
lost, though. They have a former MVP
second baseman in Dustin Pedroia, and
Jacoby Ellsbury is always solid in the outfield. They added former Phillies center
fielder Shane Victorino, who brings some
speed to the lineup, but he is also aging.
Their rotation also leaves much to be desired after Jon Lester and Clay Buchholz,
so look for them to try to upgrade at some
point. The team signed Ryan Dempster in
the offseason, but I think he will struggle
to pitch in the tougher American League.

AL Central Division
1. Detroit Tigers
2. Chicago White Sox
3. Cleveland Indians
4. Kansas City Royals
5. Minnesota Twins
Detroit is the reigning AL Champion
and not much should change this season.
They still have arguably the best pitcher in
the game, Justin Verlander, and they also
have the AL MVP Miguel Cabrera. There
are very few holes in their lineup, and
they got even better with their offseason
signing of Torii Hunter. With hardly any
other competition in the Central this year,
Detroit will run away with it as early as
August.
Chicago will be hurt by the loss of long
time catcher A.J. Pierzynski, but they still
have enough solid talent to hold the seconds spot in the division. Chris Sale is a
bona fide ace and I expect him to have a
great season. Outside of Sale though, their
rotation is severely lacking. Their lineup

AL Western Division
1. Los Angeles Angels
2. Oakland Athletics
3. Texas Rangers
4. Seattle Mariners
5. Houston Astros
The Angels have potentially the most
overpowered team in the Major Leagues.
Their offseason signing of Josh Hamilton
adds to one of the most fearsome lineups
in baseball, which already features Albert
Pujols and last year’s MVP runner-up Mike
Trout. They also added Tommy Hanson
and Jason Vargas to their rotation, which
will definitely improve their season. I expect Jered Weaver and C.J. Wilson to have
productive years and lead the Angels to the
division title.
Like the Orioles, the Oakland Athletics
were one of the MLB’s biggest surprises last
season by winning the division. They have
a great rotation that should get better this
season with experience. They also have
enough offensive firepower to compete, led

Women’s lacrosse crushes Framingham State

Kane, Wright, and McShane lead team to an uncontested 21-6 win this past Tuesday
By Mindy Brauer
daper staff

Emma Kane ’15 amassed five
goals and two assists in leading
the MIT women’s lacrosse team
to a 21-6 victory over Framingham State University on Tuesday
afternoon. With the win, the Engineers improved to 4-5 on the year.
Molly E. McShane ’13 posted
four goals, one assist, and four

groundballs while classmate
Meghan S. Wright ’13 registered
three goals, two assists, and three
draw controls for MIT. Nadia L.
Wallace ’16 totaled two goals,
three assists, and three draw
controls as fellow rookie Kira M.
Schott ’16 racked up three goals,
six draw controls, four groundballs, and four caused turnovers.
Laura M. Wacker ’13 notched two
goals and an assist while Erica

C. Du ’14 had one goal and two
caused turnovers. Kristyn M. Berretta ’16 tacked on a goal as Emily L. Dunne ’14 earned an assist.
Erin B. Kenney ’14 collected six
groundballs and two caused turnovers while Candice I. Kaplan ’15
and Paige V. Kennedy ’16 both
had two saves.
The Engineers jumped out to a
4-0 lead after 10 minutes expired
as Kane opened the game with

back-to-back goals. After setting
up Kane’s second marker, Wallace converted her free-position
shot and then Wacker connected
on a feed from McShane. An exchange of goals ensued as the
Rams narrowed the gap to three
(6-3) with 9:29 on the clock. MIT
responded by closing the half
with five unanswered goals, the
last being a Kane free-position
strike with seven ticks left.

The back-and-forth scoring
resumed in the second half as a
Framingham State free-position
goal made the score 13-5 at the
20:42 mark. The Engineers then
strung together eight straight
goals with the first three scored
by Wright, Wallace, and Du from
eight meters. Despite the deficit,
the Rams continued to attack and
found the back of the net with
1:28 remaining.
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Red Sox not expected to make playoffs this year
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MIT cycling hosts race weekend

Team currently holds first place in cycling conference
By Sarah Weir
sports editor

This past weekend, MIT’s cycling team hosted the X-Pot, a
four-race cycling invitational held
near Worcester, MA. 34 MIT riders
woke up before dawn to conquer
the hilly courses and contributed
to MIT’s domination of the team
omnium, which they won with
380 points.
Saturday’s first race was a
4.9-mile individual time trial featuring a 730-foot climb up Mt.
Wachusett, which also happens
to house a popular ski area in
Massachusetts. Cameron Valier
Cogburn G had the fastest time
up the mountain, making the
climb in 15:02, which was over 45
seconds ahead of second place.
Katie J. Quinn G handily won the
women’s field, with Shaena R.
Berlin ’13 (a Tech meteorologist)
and Laura R. Ralston G coming in
third and fourth.

After the individual time trial,
the teams drove to the criterium
course, which was a short loop
with two sharp turns and a steep
climb before the finish. Although
the weather was sunny and perfect for the event, the sharp corners led to numerous crashes
throughout the day, and riders
had to be extra careful on the
course. In the men’s A race, Cogburn caught the breakaway early
on and teammate Zachary Ward
Ulissi G successfully slowed the
pace of the group chasing Cogburn. At the end, Cogburn surged
to beat the second place finisher
from Killington Mountain School.
The women’s A race was equally
fun to watch, with all four MIT
riders staying close to the front
throughout. Quinn joined Lenore
Pipes of Cornell in the breakaway
for most of the race, and the team
demonstrated their strength by
taking second, third, sixth, and
seventh.

Sunday’s first event was the
team time trial in Sutton, MA. In
this race, teams of 2-4 riders took
laps around a 5.4-mile course,
with members taking turns pulling and drafting. Just like Saturday’s races, the team time trial
course was fraught with hills.
Nevertheless, MIT used its depth
to win the event in the men’s A,
women’s A, and men’s D fields,
with seven out of the 9 MIT teams
scoring in the top 5.
The weekend’s final event was
the road race, which involved 11mile loops with rolling hills and a
massive climb at the end. In the
women’s A race, Ralston took the
lead early on and managed to sustain a significant margin, without
any draft, for most of the 55-mile
course. Berlin also had an impressive race, finishing in third place.
In the men’s B field, Kuat T. Yessenov G was able to stay with the
main pack for the race and finished seventh. Julie van der Hoop

Kristine Fong

Christina Marie Birch G rounds a corner during the Westminster
Criterium last Saturday. Birch finished seventh in the event.
G also showed great promise by
finishing third in the women’s intro field in her first road race ever.
It was a weekend filled with
crazy climbs, nasty crashes, and
lots of sun, but the weekend was
successful in terms of hosting and
race performance. Not surprising-

Baseball beats Babson 7-1, increases record to 11-2

ly, MIT still leads their conference,
now with 985 points compared to
second place University of Vermont’s 836.
The team will travel to West
Point, NY on April 13–14 to hopefully continue their lead at the
Army Spring Classic.

Upcoming Home Events
Friday, April 5
Baseball vs. WPI

3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Men’s volleyball vs. Regis College

5 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Men’s volleyball vs. Bard College

7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Saturday, April 6
Track and field vs. Engineer’s Cup

12 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Women’s openweight crew vs. Boston College TBA, Charles River
Sailing vs. Lynne Marchiando Trophy
Elijah Mena—The Tech

Ricardo J. Perez ‘13 slides into home plate in the sixth inning of a baseball game, one of the
two runs scored following a bunt by Karl M. Sorensen ‘15. MIT won 7-1 against Babson, increasing
MIT’s overall record to 11-2. Nicholas J. Locascio ‘16 pitched for MIT.
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9:30 a.m., Charles River

Men’s volleyball vs. Southern Vermont College
Cage
Softball vs. Wheaton College

11 a.m., Rockwell

12 p.m. and 2 p.m., Briggs Field

Men’s volleyball vs. Elmira College

1 p.m., Rockwell Cage

12:09:49 PM
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